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We introduce a notion of partial likelihood for binary statistical experiments, when the relevant 
observation consists of a stochastic process which is a semimartingale with prescribed characteris- 
tics. This extends the concept of partial likelihood introduced by Cox. We also present a notion 
of partial Hellinger processes associated with the partial ikelihood. Finally, we use these processes 
to provide criteria for asymptotic normality of the partial likelihood. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider a statistical model in which the main objects of interest are an 
(observable) process X = (Xt),Er indexed by T=R+ or T=•,  and the value of a 
parameter 0~ 0. We denote by ~:, the o--field of all observable vents before or at 
time t, so that X, is .~,-measurable, and we set ~ = V ~,. In the ideal situation we 
thus have a probability measure Po on (/-2, ~)  for every 0 ~ @, and the key role is 
played by the likelihood processes Z°/°'= (dPo,/dPo)[~,,. 
Now, there are two kinds of situations where it is impossible to compute these 
likelihood processes in terms of X:  
(1) In one case, the filtration (~t) is generated by the pair (X, Y), where Y= 
(Yt) ~ r is a "covariate" (observable) process with no real interest o the statistician, 
but which serves to specify the model. The law of (X, Y) depends on 0 and possibly 
on another (nuisance) parameter r/, so that in fact the measures Po.,7 are indexed 
by the pair (0, r/). Or perhaps we do not know, or do not wish to specify, the 
behaviour of Y at all, and we are in the setting of a "semi-parametric model" with 
parameter 0 and non-parametric component Y. 
Let us first consider the discrete-time case, T = N. The idea is that for each 0 we 
know the conditional aw Ze0(Xn I~,-~) which is, say, absolutely continuous with 
respect to Lebesgue measure with density fo.,,(to, x). Then Cox [1] proposes to 
consider the process 
fo,.v(~o, Xp(o~)) 
V°d°'(~o) = I-I (1.1) 
l<~p<~n fo,p(tO, Xp(oo)) ' 
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which he calls partial likelihood process (PLP), after observing that if ~ ,  = 
cr(Xp: p ~< n), then the true likelihood process Z °'°' is given by (1.1). In general V °'°' 
is not the likelihood process, but it shares some of the nice properties of the true 
likelihood: for example it is a local martingale for any measure corresponding to 
the value 0 of the parameter. And if the family ( o,0, Vn )0.0'~o is locally asymptotically 
normal (LAN) in the sense of the LAN property of the real likelihood introduced 
by LeCam [12] and Hajek [7], then the "partial maximum likelihood estimators" 
based on (V°n "°') will have the same properties (consistency, asymptotic normality, 
etc.) as the real maximum likelihood estimators (see Cox [1], S. Wong [17]). 
Let us now consider a second example in continuous time, T = R+. X is a simple 
point process with jump times T~ <- • • < Tn <" • •. The value of the parameter of 
interest 0 comes in through the intensity of the point process, which has the assumed 
form 
A°= a°(X, Y) ds. (1.2) 
In this formula, a °s depends in a non-anticipating way on the point process X, 
and also on the covariate process Y. Now, (1.2) alone is not enough to specify the 
model: for this it is also necessary to exhibit the dynamics of Y (for instance, Y is 
another point process with given intensity, or is a diffusion process with given 
coefficients, etc.). 
However, Gill [5] proposes to "forget" about Y, and to use the well-known 
formula giving the likelihood process for point processes: 
vO, O, = ar,,(X, exp [a°(X, Y ) -a° ' (X ,  Y)] ds. (1.3) 
, a°,,(X, Y) 
Obviously, V °'°' is not the likelihood process for our model. Since it depends on 
Y, it is not either the likelihood of the model "restricted to X" .  However, it has 
the same nice properties as described above for the discrete-time case: see Gill [5] 
for the local martingale property, and Dhzaparidze [3] and Slud [16] for the LAN 
property and the corresponding properties of partial maximum likelihood estimators 
(in [ 15], Slud introduces V °'°' through a time discretization and a limiting procedure, 
thus relating to Cox' PLP). 
(2) In another case, the filtration (if,) is generated by the process X but it is 
nevertheless impossible to compute Z °'°' (this can occur only if T = It~+). 
Let us again exhibit an example. Under Po, X will be a solution to the following 
Ito equation: 
dX=a°(X)  d t+o- , (X)dW, ,  Xo=x,  (1.4) 
where W denotes a standard Brownian motion. This means that Po is a "weak 
solution" to Equation (1.4). It may happen that (1.4) admits several weak solutions, 
denoted by Po,,7, where r I can again be considered as a nuisance parameter. Then 
the true likelihood depends on 0 and 77. However, we can "forget" about 77, and 
write a process which would be the likelihood process, should (1.4) have a unique 
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weak solution for all O: 
[Io   a° ' (x ) -  a°(X) V°'°' = exp o.(X) 2 (dX~-a° (X)  ds) 
_ ,  a , (X ) -a , (X)  ds . (1.5) 
2  s(x) ] 
Exactly as above, V °'°' is not (usually) the likelihood process, but it is a P0.~-local 
martingale for all ~/, and the LAN property of ( V, e'°') will also imply nice properties 
for the maximum likelihood estimators based on it. 
The two cases (1) and (2) explained above may appear as very different from the 
statistical point of view. The mathematical setting is in fact the same: the process 
X is only partially determined by some characteristics (the conditional aws 
~--~o(X, I ~,_~), the intensity A °, the coefficients a ° and o-, etc.) and the PLP is what 
one would obtain by "naively" writing the likelihood process as if these characteris- 
tics indeed were characterizing the law of X. 
In this paper we want to introduce a notion of PLP which covers a fairly general 
situation (all the above examples, and much more): the observed process X is a 
semimartingale under all relevant probability measures, and the parameter 0 deter- 
mines the so-called "local characteristics" of the semimartingale X under all 
measures corresponding to the value 0. Whether (~t) is generated by X or not is 
in fact irrelevant. 
To simplify the matter, we will restrict ourselves to binary experiments, that is 
there are only two probability measures P and P' on (f~, ~, (~t)) (obviously the 
notion of PLP is relative to pairs of measures). We introduce the PLP in Section 2 
when P'<< P, and without assumption in Section 4; this necessitates an auxiliary 
result which states that, as for the true likelihood, the PLP does not depend on the 
dominating measure (Section 3). We will also prove that the PLP of P' w.r.t. P is 
a P-supermartingale, and a P-local martingale when P'<< P (as for the true likeli- 
hood). In Section 4 we also introduce a notion of "partial Hellinger process" 
associated with the PLP, which extends the Hellinger process of [13], and which 
has the advantage that it can always be computed via the characteristics of X. 
Then we present some results of asymptotic normality for the PLP (in Section 6, 
after some preliminary computations in Section 5), in terms of partial Hellinger 
processes. Again, this is done for binary experiments only, but this should constitute 
a basis for a general study of the LAN property for PLP. 
2. Partial likelihood in the absolutely continuous case 
2.a. Some notation 
The basic setting will be a filtered space (f2, 3:, (~,)t~o) endowed with a d- 
dimensional adapted c~dl~g process X = (X i ) i~d (c~dl~g means: right-continuous 
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with left-hand limits). We will consider various probability measures under which 
X is a semimartingale with prescribed characteristics. 
We will need a fair number of results (and concepts, as the characteristics above) 
coming from the "general theory of processes". For them we refer to [2] or [8] or 
[11], and we only recall the most important ones here, together with fixing some 
notation. We suppose here that P is some probability measure on (S2, ~).  
Firstly, we denote by ~ the predictable tr-field on g2 x R+; if U is a semimartingale, 
and H a predictable process, we write H .  U for the stochastic integral process 
So H~ d Us, and U c denotes the "continuous martingale part" of U (we write U c'P 
if we wish to emphasize that it depends on P). If V is another semimartingale, 
the "quadratic co-variation" is written as [ U, V]. If t/ is a random measure on 
~+ x E (with (E, ~) an auxiliary measurable space) and if W is a ~ x ~-measurable 
function on O x R+x E, we write W*  ~ for the stochastic integral process 
SoSE W( . , s ,x )~7( . ;dsxdx) .  We also associate the measure M P on ,.OxR+xE 
defined by MP(W)  = Ep( W * rl~). 
Next, we recall the notion of characteristics of the P-semimartingale X. Firstly 
we consider its jump measure/z =/x  on R+ x R d : 
/x(to; dt x dx) = Z e(s, ax~o~))(dtxdx). 
s: AX~(,o)~O 
Then the third characteristic v of X is the compensator of/~, which is the unique 
random measure on ~ x R+ x R d such that for all non-negative ~ x ~a-measurable 
functions W, the process W * v is predictable, and M~P(W) = M~(W) .  Secondly, 
we fix a truncation function on R a, i.e. a bounded function h : R a ~ R d with compact 
support and h(x) = x in a neighbourhood of 0. Then the first characteristic B is the 
unique predictable process with finite variation and Bo=0, such that X -  
~.  [AXs- -h(AXs)] -B is a d-dimensional local martingale. Finally, the second 
characteristic C = (CO)~U~d is defined by C ° = [X ~'~, XJ'~]. 
2.b. Comparison of two measures 
For the rest of this section, we consider two probability measures P and Q on 
(g2, ~:) under which X is a semimartingale, with respective characteristics (B, C, v) 
and (B, t~, ~) (the truncation function h being fixed). We set 
a, = p({t} × R") ,  a, = x R") .  (2.1) 
It is always possible to find a continuous increasing process A and two predictable 
processes c, c' with values in the set of all d x d symmetric nonnegative matrices, 
such that 
C = c- A, t~ = e .A .  (2.2) 
We will also assume that P << ioc Q (i.e. P << Q on every o'-field ~:t) and, to avoid 
trivial complications, that P = Q on ~:0. We denote by Z = (Z,) the density process 
of P with respect o Q, and we set 
F = {Z_> 0}, T=in f ( t :  Z ,=0)= inf{t: (to, t)~F}. (2.3) 
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From Girsanov's Theorem (see [8] or [11]), there exists a nonnegative ~x 
d-measurable function Y on 12 x R+ x R a and a d-dimensional predictable process 
/3 = (/3~)i<~a, such that 
v=Y.f' } 
c = g dA-a.s. 
~=1 ~ a=l  
B =/~÷(~' /3 ) "  A+(Y-1)h* f, 
P-a.s., and Q-a.s., on F. 
The integrals above are Stieltjes integrals, and in particular 
fol(C"/3)s[ das and 
are P-a.s. finite, and also Q-a.s. 
can be computed in terms of the 
[ Z ,Q, ( = [ Z_ (  . 
where M~°( • ]~ x ~d) denotes the 
~x~ a (on /~xR+xR a) for the 
(2.4) 
fo' I ](Y(S'x)-l)h(x)lv(dsxdx) 
finite on {t e F}. Let us also recall that/3 and Y 
density process Z by 
/3)']. A, (2.5) 
conditional expectation with respect to the g-field 
x ~a-g-finite measure M~. 
2.c. The partial likelihood process 
According to the introduction, the PLP will be defined by the formula giving the 
true likelihood Z, in the "good" case when Z can be computed in terms of the 
characteristics (B, C, v) and (B, C, ~), that is essentially when P and Q are the 
unique measure such that X is a semimartingale with the prescribed characteristics. 
Let us recall how it goes in this good case, according to [11]. We set 
g=in~t:a,#f f,({t}xdx)Y(t,x),ora,<landG,=l), 
o-'=inf(t: C, # C,), 
H = (/3- c./3)1~o,~o,~,~" A+ ( I -  J-Y)21~o,~ *
+ E l~s<,~(~/l -as-  l~T'Z~-d~) 2, (2.6) 
r. = inf(t: H, I> n), 
A= 0, n (U U0...1) 
(since as <~ 1, ~s ~< 1, the process H is well defined; we use the notation/3- c./3 = 
Y.ij<-d/3/cU/3~) • g' and ~', are stopping times, o- is a predictable time, hence A is a 
predictable stochastic interval. Then we define the Q-local martingale N on A by 
= • * ( / z -v )  onA w i th~=0 . (2.7) 
1 
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Recall also that for a 1-dimensional semimartingale U, the Dol6ans-Dade 
exponential is defined by 
g(U) ,  =e u'-i[U''U'l' II [(I+AU.~) e-aU']. (2.8) 
Then, if the representation property with respect o X holds for Q-local martin- 
gales, we know (see [8, 11]) that 
{ g(N) ,  if te r ,  (2.9) z ,= 0 if t~F  
(this makes sense, because Fc  A up to a Q-evanescent set: see e.g. [11, III-2-17], 
and N is a local martingale on Q). This formula brings us to set in all generality: 
(2.10) Definition. Assuming that P << ~oc Q, we call partial likelihood process (PLP) 
of P with respect o P, relatively to X, every nonnegative adapted process V such that 
V, = g(N) ,  i f t~F .  (2.11) 
From this definition it follows that V is a (chdl/tg) Q-local martingale on the 
predictable interval F. Since F =/'2 x R+ up to a P-evanescent set, the process V is 
unique up to a P-evanescent set, and P-a.s. c/ldlhg. It is indeed easy enough to 
prove that there are also versions of V that are Q-a.s. c/ldl/lg. 
(2.12) Lemma. Any version V of the PLP satisfies {Z> 0}c {V> 0} up to a Q- 
evanescent set. 
Proof. Set S = inf(t: t ~ za and AN, = -1). Since F c a and g(N)  > 0 on zl ~ ~0, S[[, 
it is enough to prove that (T being given by (2.3)) 
$I> T Q-a.s. (2.13) 
We easily deduce from (2.7) that Q-a.s. on A: 
Y(t, AX , ) - I  i fAX ,~0,  
AN, = a , -  a, (2.14) 
1 -~ ,  if AX, = 0. 
Since F c A, (2.6) implies tr >/- T, and (2.14) gives 
S = inf(t: t e A and AX, # 0 and Y(t, AX,) = 0). (2.15) 
Let us also recall (see [8], or [11,111-5-17]) that 
Z = 1 +Z_ .  N+Z'  on A, 
with (2.16) 
(Zo = 1 because P = Q on o%o). By definition of M~ ° and tx =/x x, (2.15) yields 
Q ! 
M~, (1 ~ v=o}l ~o.s~AZ ) = Eo(AZ'sl {s<~}), 
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which equals 0 by the second property in (2.16). Now, (2.14) shows that ANs = -1 
on {S< oo}, hence (2.16) also implies 
Ee(AZsl{s<~ )= Ee(-Zs_l{s<o~) + Ee(AZ'sl(s<~ I) 
= Eq( -Zs_ l  ~2<~). 
Thus Eq(Zs l ( s<~)=0.  Hence Zs=0 Q-a.s. on {S<~},  and (2.13) follows. [] 
(2.17) Example. The discrete-time setting corresponds to the case where X, = X, ,  
~, = ~,  for n <~ t < n + 1. Then X is a semimartingale for all measures. The P- 
characteristics of X are (with It] = integer part of t): 
n,= ~ Ep(h(Xp-Xp_~)l~p_~),  C=0,  
l<~p<~[t] 
f . v,= E Ep(f(Xp-Xp_~)[~p_~),  
l~p~[t ]  
and similarly for P'. Call also r/, (resp. 7/') a regular version of the conditional 
distribution of X , -  X~_~ w.r.t. ~._~, under P (resp. P'). 
I f  P'  <<1o¢ p, we have rl'(~o, dx) = g,(¢o, x)r/.(~o, dx) P-a.s. for some measurable 
functions g,. Then the process N of (2.7) is N, =Z~<~,,<~t,] [gp(Xv-Xp-~) - l ] ,  and 
the PLP is 
V,= l-I g,(X,-X,_,).  
This is exactly (1.1) (X , -X , _~ here corresponds to X,  in (1.1)). 
(2.18) Example. Suppose that X is a point process (again it is a semimartingale for 
t l 
all measures), with intensity A, = ~'0 as ds under P and A; = ~o as ds under P'. Then 
if the truncation function h is such that h(1) = 0, the P-characteristics of X are 
B = O, C = O, v(dt x dx) = dA, x e~(dx), 
and similarly for P'. Hence Y(o~, t, x) = a',(w)/a,(o,), and again a simple computa- 
tion shows that the PLP of P'  w.r.t. P is exactly given by (1.3), with a ° = a and a °' = a'. 
3. An invariance property 
If P and P'  are two probability measures which are not comparable, the natural 
method of defining the PLP is as follows (the same as for defining the true likelihood): 
one introduces a measure Q which dominates P and P' (i.e. P << toe Q, p, << 1o¢ Q), 
then one considers the PLP's V and V' of P and P'  w.r.t. Q, and finally one defines 
the PLP of P' w.r.t. P as being V'/V. Of course, such a method makes sense only 
if the result V' /V  does not depend on the dominating measure Q. 
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So we will prove in this section a result about PLP similar to the well-known 
formula 
dP dP dQ 
m 
dR dQ dR 
when P << Q << R. 
We place ourselves in the setting of Section 2. We consider another probability 
measure R on (/2, ~), with Q <<J°c R and R = Q on ,~o, and such that X is an 
R-semimartingale with characteristics (/~, C, ~). Let us denote by 2 (resp. Z,) the 
density process of Q (resp. P) w.r.t. R, and/~ = {2_ > 0}, /~ = {Z_ > 0}. Up to an 
R-evanescent set, 
2=ZZ,  F=FnP .  (3.1) 
(3.2) Theorem. Let V (resp. ~', resp. V) be a version of the PLP of P w.r.t. Q (resp. 
Q w.r.t. R, resp. P w.r.t. R), relatively to X. Then 
~/ = V(," Q-a.s. on F. (3.3) 
Observe that (3.3) is the best that one can achieve: indeed V (resp. V, resp. V) 
is a.s. uniquely defined w.r.t. Q on F (resp. R on/~, resp. R on /~). Hence these 
three processes are Q-a.s. uniquely defined on F only. 
Proof. (a) We begin with some notation. Up to modifying A we can assume that 
(2.2) and C = ~- A hold. There is a nonnegative ~ x ~d-measurable function I~ and 
a predictable process /3= (/3'),~d such that, with (/~, C, 13) and ( Y, /3) instead of 
(B, C, 9) and ( Y,/3), we have (2.4) P-a.s., and also R-a.s. on/~ (with 8, = ~({t} x R d )). 
We associate with these terms the predictable interval z~ by (2.6), and the R-local 
martingale b /on  z~ by (2.7), with again/3, Y, ~, X c'g, instead of/3, Y, 9, X c'°. 
Similarly there exist Y, /3 such that we have (2.4) Q-a.s., and also R-a.s. on /~, 
with (B, C, 9), (/~, C, ~3), (Y,/3) instead of (B, C, v), (B, C, ~), (Y,/3). We define 
by (2.6), and the R-local martingale ]V on z~ by (2.7), with/3, Y, ~, X ~'g instead 
of/3, Y, 9, X ~'Q. 
Upon using these three versions of (2.4), and the fact that two predictable processes 
are P-a.s. equal if and only if they are R-a.s. equal on /~, we see that R-a.s. (and 
hence Q-a.s.): 
{ I~" = Y~ ~-a.s. on/~ x R d, c -- £= c dA-a.s, on/~, (3.4) 
c. fl = c. (/3 +/if) dA-a.s, on J?. 
(b) By Definition (2.11), V= ~(N) Q-a.s. on F, V= ~(/Q) g-a.s, on/~, 17= ~(~r) 
R-a.s. on/~. Since F =/~ up to a Q-evanescent set, using (3.1) we get that ~(]Q) 
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and 17" = ~(N)  Q-a.s. on E Then by Yoeurp's formula (see e.g. [8]), (3.3) will follow 
from 
N+ ~r+[N,  N]  = )Q Q-a.s. on F (3.5) 
(since F c A n zl n z~, this formula makes sense). 
(c) Let us begin with the "continuous martingale parts". (2.7) yields N c'°= 
/3 X c'° Q-a.s. on A, and ~c,R ~ c,g ]Qc, R xc,  g • = • X , =/~" R-a.s. on,~ and/~ respec- 
tively. These equalities also hold Q-a.s. on F. 
Next, Girsanov's Theorem yields X c'° = X ~'R - (e. fl) • A on F; so we have Q-a.s. 
on F: 
J~rC 'R=f l .x°Q+(~'c ' f l ) 'A ,  ]Qc 'R=~'xc 'Q+( f l 'C ' f l ) 'A  (3.6) 
(using the second equality (3.4)). Then clearly [N  ~'°, ~c,R] = (/3. C" /3) " A Q-a.s. 
on F, and (again Q-a.s. on F):  
N~'°+ 2N rCR+[N~'°,Nr¢'R]=(/3+fi)  • X~'°+(/~ • c . /~+/3,  c . /3) -  a 
= x + A, 
since the last equality in (3.4) implies in particular that (/3 + ~) • X c '°= fl" X ~'°. 
Then we deduce from (3.6): 
Nc'O+NT~'R+[N*'O, B IcR]=IQ ~'R Q-a.s. on r. (3.7) 
(d) Finally we consider the purely discontinuous parts N a'° = N - N ~'°, 1V d'R = 
~/ _ I.Q~,R, )Qa, R= ~_  I,Q~,R, all well defined on F. 
The predictable set J = {B> 0}u {ti> 0} can be written as J = [._3~ ~0~], where 
the 0~'s are predictable times, and we set J. = ~.Jl<-p~-. ~0p], so that J. TJ. There also 
exists an increasing sequence (E~) of ~ x ~d-measurable subsets of O x R+ x R d, 
with [..3. E, = O x R+ x R d and 
1E,, * / zoo  ~< n. (3 .8 )  
Put F. = [E. c~ (ff  x Ra)] u [J. x Rd]. It follows from (3.8) and from the definition 
of J. that 
IF,, * Vt< oo 
1F,, * vt <°o 
P-a.s., and Q-a.s. if t ~ F 
Q,a.s., and R-a.s. if t ~/~ 
R-a.s. 
It follows from (3.9) and (2.4) that, on {t ~ F}: 
I Y- I+~-  l r ,  * ~,<~ Y1F,, * ~'t+IF,, * ~'t -b p<~n 
<~lro * Vt+IF , ,  * Vt 
+ Z (ao,,-Go~,)/(1-ao~) <°°  
p~n 
(3.9) 
( - ao )/ (1 - ao~) 
Q-a.s. 
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Then it is well-known [8] that the process 
N"= Y -1  IS  1F,*(p.- -~) (3.10) 
is a Q-local martingale with finite variation on F; thus we can integrate (on F) 
separately with respect o/z and to ~. Moreover, exactly as for (2.14), we get on F: 
f(Y(t, AX,)--I)IF,,(t) i fAX ,~0,  
ZlN~' = ] _~,  - " _atl s (t) if AX, =0. (3.11) 
. 1 - -  a t " 
From (3.11) and (2.14) we obtain on/-': 
[Nd 'Q- -Nn 'Nd 'Q- -Nn]=(Y-1)a lE~; r , J ' * t  z+ E (ANs) 2, 
s~J \ Jn , s~"  
which decreases to 0 as n 1' ~ (using that, if t ~ F, 
(Y -1 )21 j , *~,+ Y~ (aN~)2=[Nd'Q, Na'Q],<~, 
sEJ, s~t  
and the Lebesgue convergence theorem). It follows that N' -N  d'Q for Emery's 
topology (see [4] or [14]) on F, under Q, and in particular 
N'/~ N7 "Q on {t ~ F} (convergence in Q-measure). (3.12) 
Using (3.9) in a similar way, we may define the following R-local martingales on 
F, with finite variation: 
?-1+1_ M 
(3.13) 
2~"= 17" - l+ l_ t~) lv . . ( / z -~) ,  
which meet equations imilar to (3.11), and which converge in Emery's topology 
on F, under R, to ~ra, R and 2Q d'R respectively. Since Q << 1o~ R, this convergence 
also holds for Emery's topology under Q, and in particular: 
N, , N,  ~ N, on {t~r}. (3.14) 
Finally, one deduces (see [14]) from an interesting property of Emery's topology 
(under Q) that 
[N',N"]t O-~[Na'Q, Na'R], on {t~F}. (3.15) 
" -"  )Q", and that ~ Y. (e) Using (3.10), (3.13), and (3.11) written for N , N , = 
Q-a.s. on F, we obtain that Q-a.s. on F: 
!Q"=(I3"--I) IF, *(!x--13)+ E (a,--as)l~ax,,,o~--a~7--'ul~ax,=o~ 
SEJn,$~" 
(3.16) 
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N" + N" + [N", R"]  = ( Y+ Y-2)1F,, */Z 
+ E [(a,~-as+as-as)l.~AX~¢Ol 
sEJn,s~. 
I ] 
- as . . . .  +- 1 {axe=o} ~, 1 - t i s  as l _as /  
- (Y -1 )Y1F , ,  * C- (~' -1) IF , ,  * C 
+ (Y -1 ) ( f ' -1 ) IF , ,  */Z 
as - as as - ds 
= (YY-  1)IF. * (/z-- C) 
+ Y~ (as-~)l .~ax,~o~-a~--=- l~ax~=o~ • 
ses,,.s~- 1 - as 
Since y)7 = ~ C-a.s. on F, upon comparing to (3.16) we get 
N" + N" +[N",  N"] = ]Q" Q-a.s. on F. 
Then (3.12), (3.14) and (3.15) yield 
Nd, Q+ ]Qd, R +[Nd, O, ]~d,R] = 1Qd, R Q-a.s. on F. (3.17) 
Finally, (3.7) and (3.17) give (3.5) (because [N d'°, ~c,R] =[NO.O, ~d,g] =0 by 
orthogonality of continuous and purely discontinuous martingale parts, and Gir- 
sanov's Theorem), and w~,e are finished. [] 
4. Partial l ikelihood in the general case 
4.a. Definition of the partial likelihood process 
In this section we consider two probability measures P and P' on (~, ~, (~t)), 
under which the d-dimensional adapted process X is a semimartingale with 
characteristics (B, C, v) and (B', C', v') respectively. We assume again that P = P' 
on ~o. 
Before giving the definition of the PLP, we state a preliminary result. Let Q, t~ 
be two other probability measures uch that Q = t~ = P = P' on ~:o, and P, P' are 
locally absolutely continuous with respect o both Q and t~, and X is a semimartin- 
gale under Q and (~. We denote by z, z' (resp. ~, U) the density processes of P, P' 
w.r.t. Q (resp. Q), and 
r ={z_> 0}, 
F={e_>0}, 
F'  = {z" > o}, 
f '=  {c," > 0}, 
F" = F ~ F',  
/~" =/~ ~ P'. (4.1) 
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(4.2) Lemma. Let v, v' ( resp. ~, ~') be arbitrary versions of the PLP (in the sense of 
(2.10)) of P, P' w.r.t. Q (resp. 0.). Then 1""= if'" up to a (P+ P')-evanescent set, and 
v'/v = ~'/~ (P+P')-a.s. on F" (with the convention 0/0=0,  and a /O=~ if a >0). 
Proof. Let R = (P+ P' ) /2,  and call Z (resp. Z') the density process of P (resp. P') 
w.r.t. R, and F~' = {Z_ > 0} n {Z" > 0}. We have R << toc Q and we call U the density 
process of R w.r.t. Q, and Fo={U_>0}.  Then (3.1) yields F"=F~'nF0 up to a 
Q-evanescent set, and a fortiori up to an R-evanescent set. Since F0 = 12 x R+ up to 
an R-evanescent set, 
F "= F~' up to a (P+ P')-evanescent set. (4.3) 
Next, X is obviously an R-semimartingale. We consider arbitrary versions w, w' 
(resp. W) of the PLP of P, P' w.r.t. R (resp. R w.r.t. Q) (in the sense of (2.10)). 
Then v= wW and v '= w'WR-a.s, on F~' by (3.2). Furthermore {U>0}c{W>0} 
up to an R-evanescent set by (2.12), while R(inf, U, = 0) = 0. Hence R(inf, W, = 0) = 
0, and (with the conventions 0/0 = 0 and a/O = ~ if a > 0) we deduce 
v ' /v=w' /w (P+P ' ) -a . s .  on F~'. (4.4) 
Now (4.3) and (4.4) do not depend on the measure Q, and the result follows. [] 
By virtue of this lemma, we can set: 
(4.5) Definition. We call an adapted R÷-valued process V a partial likelihood process 
(PLP) of P' with respectto P, relatively to X, if (with 0 /0=0,  a/O=~ for a>0) :  
V r 
V=- -  (P+P ' ) -a . s .  on F", 
v 
where v and v' are arbitrary versions of the PLP of P and P' (in the sense of (2.10)) 
w.r.t. Q (here, Q and F" are as before (4.2)). 
Observe that if P' << toe p, we can choose Q = P above, so v = 1 is a version of the 
PLP of P w.r.t. Q, and F"= F' ;  hence the two definitions (2.10) and (4.5) coincide. 
Although the above definition determines V uniquely (P+P ' ) -a .s . ,  on a set F" 
(which depends only on P and P' by (4.2)) only, we will say the PLP of P' w.r.t.P. 
We will see in (5.8) below that V is always a P-supermartingale on F": this is 
similar to the property that the density process Z of P' w.r.t. P is always a 
P-supermartingale. 
4.b. Partial Hellinger processes 
Hellinger processes have been introduced by Liptser and Shiryaev [ 13] for studying 
absolute continuity and contiguity. As seen in [6] or [ 11] they turn out to be useful 
as well for proving asymptotic normality of the likelihood processes. 
Here we will define a similar notion, associated with the PLP. The setting is as 
before, v, v' are the PLP of P, P'  w.r.t. Q, and F" is given by (4.1). 
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(4.6) Theorem. Let o~ ~ (0, 1). There exists an increasing [0, oo]-valued predictable 
process k( ot ), such that k( ot )o = 0 and 
v~v'l-~ +(v~_v '1-'~) • k(ol) is a Q-local martingale on F" (4.7) 
\ 
Moreover, any other process k ' (a)  having the same properties is Q-indistinguishable 
from k( t~ ) on F". 
Proof. We just have to reproduce the proof of [9], or [11, IV-l-18]. By Jensen's 
inequality, Y= v~'v '~-~ is a Q-local supermartingale, which is locally of class (D) 
because Y<~ v+v' ,  so it has a Doob-Meyer decomposition Y= M-A with M a 
local martingale and A an increasing predictable R+-valued process. Moreover 
Y_ > 0 on F" by (2.12), so if k(a)  = (1/Y_) • A we obtain Y = M-  Y_ • k (a)  on 
F", and (4.7) holds. The last claim is obvious. [] 
So far, k(c~) seems to depend on the dominating measure Q. To see that it is in 
fact independent of Q, we need to compute it explicitly. Our first computation is 
in terms of the characteristics of the 2-dimensional process ~7 = (v, v'). Recall that 
we denote by v ~'° and v '~'° the continuous martingale parts (on F") of v and v'. 
We also denote by/z ~ the restriction to F" of the jump measure of ~3, and by v e'Q 
its predictable compensator (for Q). 
(4.8) Proposition. (a) v ~'° charges only the set 
A = {(,o, t, x x2): t > 0, t) z F" ,  x + v,_( ,o)  t> 0, x = 0 
if v,_(to) = 0, x2+ v',_(to)/> 0, x 2 = 0 if v',_(to) = 0, (x 1, x 2) ¢ 0}. 
(b) I f  dp ,~(x ,y )=ax+(1-0~)y -x~y ~-~, then, on F", 
a(1 -a ){  1 
k( ol ) - ~ ~ 1 r"" [ v ¢'Q, v cQ] _ v_v'_ [ v ~,0, v,C,O] 
1 I V , +~-~l r , , ' [  ,¢o v,C,o] +4~( l+x l /v_ , l+x2/v , ) .~¢o  (4.9) 
(the last term stands for the integral process w.r.t. ~,~,o f  the function (to, t, x ~, x 2) ~ 
~b,~ (1 + xl/v,_(to), 1 + x2/v',_(to))). 
Proof. We will omit this, since it is exactly the same as the proofs in [13], [9], or 
[ 11, IV- 1-33], for the true Hellinger process (it is indeed a straightforward application 
of Ito's formula to the transformation (v, v')-> v~v '1-~). [] 
4.c. Partial Hellinger process and characteristics 
Our aim here is to exhibit a version of k(a)  in terms of the characteristics (B, C, v) 
and (B', C', ~/) of our basic process X under P and P'. Firstly we introduce a 
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continuous increasing process A and two predictable processes c, c' taking values 
in the set of d x d symmetric nonnegatives matrices, such that (see (2.2)): 
C=c.A ,  C '=c ' .A  (P + P')-a.s. (4.10) 
Secondly, let X be an auxiliary predictable random measure on R+ x R d such that 
v<< A, v'<< A, so that there exist ~ x ~d-measurable functions U, U': ~ xR+ xR d 
R+ such that 
v= U. A, v'= U' .  A (P+ P')-a.s. (4.11) 
Then we set 
t):l(V-O')h(x)l* A,(to) < oo}, 
(4.12) 
B,=B~-B '~- (U-U ' )h (x )*A ,  for t~ ,  
so that we have a (P+ P')-a.s. unique decomposition 
B=(c ' f i ) 'A+b 'A+B'  (P+P' ) -a .s .  one ,  (4.13) 
where: 
• b, fi,/~' are predictable d-dimensional processes on 2, and/~' has finite variation 
on 2 and /~ = 0; 
• dA, and d/~'/are orthogonal measures (P+ P')-a.s. on ~;  
• /~,(to) is orthogonal (in R d) to the image of R d by the map associated with 
c,(to), for all (to, t) ~ ,~. 
Finally we set 
k°(a) - 
~(1-~)  
(~" c" ~)" A+~b,~(U, U')* A + ~., qS~(1-as, 1-a's)  
S~"  
(4.14) 
(with a'~ = v({s} xRd)). Since ¢k,~(ux, ux') = uck~,(x, x'), it is clear that if we change 
A (resp. A) and c, c' (resp. U, U') accordingly, so that (4.10) and (4.11) remain 
true, then k°(a) is not modified on F" (up to a (P+ P')-evanescent set). 
(4.15) Theorem. We have k( a ) = k°( a ) Q-a.s. on F" for all processes k( a ) satisfying 
the conditions of (4.6). 
Proof. (a) We have (2.4), and similar formulas with (B', C', v') and predictable 
functions /3', Y'. Recall also that v = ~(N)  Q-a.s. on F, and similarly v '= ~(N' )  
Q-a.s. on F', where N'  is given by (2.7) with/3', Y', a', A'. Hence on F" we have 
Q-a.s.: 
v= l+v_ f l .  XC'° + v_( Y -  l + 
v' = 1 + v'/3' - X c'° + v'_( 
* 
1- t i  
a' - ti~ 
Y ' - I+  1_~/*  ( / z -  v'). 
(4.16) 
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We easily deduce that for every function W" g2 x R+ x R 2 -'> [~+, 
W*/x ~= W(. ,  v_ (Y -1 ) ,  v ' (Y ' - l ) ) l r , , *  Ix 
as -as  , ~-a ' s )  (4.17) + Y~ W s, vs -~ vs- , 
s<- ,ax,~o.s~r" 1 - gts ' 1 - gts / 
and thus 
W * v ~'°= W(. ,  v_ (Y -1 ) ,  v ' (Y ' - l ) ) l r , , *  
as - as as - a ' s ]  
+ ~ (1 -~s)W s, vs -~ s ' s - lZ~/ .  (4.18) 
s<~.,ser" 1 - gls ' 
(b) We can choose h so that h = ~ on F", by virtue of (2.4), and thus U = Y, 
U'= Y'  on F"x  R d. Then, using (2.4) (for P and P'), we easily obtain that F"c  Z 
and that 
c- f i=  c. ( /3- /3 ' )  
c= c'= ~ dA-a.s. 
dA-a.s., /~- A+/~'= 0, 
(4.19) 
Q-a.s. on F". In view of (4.16), we then deduce on F": 
1 [vC.O, vC.O ] -  2 [vC, Q, vtc, Q] 1 (V_)2 lr,, • V_v.  lr,," +~- -~ l r " "  [V '~'°, V '~'°] 
= lr,,[fl" c" f l -2 f l "  c" f l '+f l '  
= lr,,(/3" c"/3)" A. 
. c .  f l ' ] .  A 
(4.20) 
Recall now that A = ~, Y = U, Y' = U' on F"; moreover v_ > 0, v" > 0 on F" by 
(2.12), and {ti = 1} r~ F"c  {a = 1} ~ {a'= 1} up to a Q-evanescent set by (2.4). Since 
¢~(ux,  ux') = u¢,~(x, x'), (4.18) yields 
¢,~( l+x l /v_ ,  1-+'X2/V~) * v o,Q 
=¢~(U,U ' ) l r , , *A+ • ¢,~(1  - as ,  1 - a's). 
S ~ ",$ E r "  
(4.21) 
Then, if we compare (4.9) and (4.14), we deduce that k° (a )= k(a) Q-a.s. on F" 
from (4.20) and (4.21). [] 
In particular this result, together with Lemma 4.2, shows that all versions of k(a),  
for arbitrary dominating measures Q, coincide (P+ P')-a.s. on F". So we can set: 
(4.22) Definition. We call an increasing predictable process k(a)  a partial Hellinger 
process of  order a ~ (0, 1) between P and P', relatively to X, if it satisfies the conditions 
of (4.6) w.r.t, an arbitrary dominating measure Q (these processes are (P + P')-a.s. 
uniquely determined on F"). 
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(4.23) Remark. According to [11, IV-3-39], the Hellinger process h(a) of order a 
between P and P' strongly majorizes k°(a) (i.e. h (a ) -  k°(a) is increasing; we write 
k° (a )< h(a))  on F". Therefore k(a)< h(a)  on F" for all versions of k(a) and 
h(a). This is not surprising, because h(a) measures a kind of "distance" between 
P and P', while k(a) measures this distance only "relatively to the properties of 
the process X". 
5. Some auxiliary computations 
The forthcoming computations will be used in limit theorems. The setting is the 
same as in Section 4: we have P, P' and a dominating measure Q; we call z, z' 
(resp. v, v') the density processes (resp. PLP) of P, P' w.r.t. Q, and F"= 
{z_>0, z'_>0}, and V=v' /v  (with 0 /0=0,  and a/O=c~ for a>0)  is the PLP of 
P' w.r.t.P. Our main concern here is to compute the P-characteristics of "Log V". 
In the first lemma we are interested in the 2-dimensional process fi-- (v, v'); we 
use the notation/x ~, u ~'° of Section 4, and we denote by C e'° the second characteristic 
of ~3 on F", that is 
= Ire, O, vC, O], C ,Q,22 = 
(5.1) 
cv ,  Q,12~ cv ,  Q, 21 ~__ [I) c,Q, Ij'c,Q]. 
(5.2) Lemma. 
components h i, hE), the P-characteristics of ~ on F" are: 
] Be, P,i =-1 • Cfi, Q, li.~_ 1+ hi(x) -x  ~ * u e'O 
1) 
is a P-semimartingale onF". I f  h2 is a truncation function on R 2 (with 
C ~,P ~_. C ~,Q, 
ue.P= (1+~)  • u e'Q 
( i=  1,2), (5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(here, x = (x a, X 2) is a point in R2 ; in (5.3) for example, the second term is the integral 
process w.r.t, v ~'° of the function 
(to, t ,x )~ I+V,_--Coj) h'~(x)-x'  ). 
Proof. This is an application of Girsanov's Theorem. Since z3 is a 2-dimensional 
Q-local martingale on F" and P << toe Q, the first claim is obvious, as well as (5.4) 
(first application of Girsanov's Theorem). 
Secondly, we prove (5.5). /z ~ is given by (4.17); exactly as (4.18) follows from 
(4.17) by taking compensators w.r.t. Q, we have on F": 
W * v ~'P = W( -, v_( Y -  1), v'_( Y ' -  1))lr,, * v 
( + E (1 -as )W s, vs_~ v's- ~"~/  (5.6) 
s~.,~r" 1 - as " " 
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Now, if we compute ( l+x~/v_ )W * v ~'° (with v ~'° given by (4.18)), we obtain 
exactly (5.6) (because v = Y- ~). Thus (5.5) holds. 
It remains to prove (5.3). For this, we recall first that fi is a Q-local martingale 
on F", so its first characteristic B e'° under Q, on F" (and relatively to the truncation 
h2) is 
B~'O' i=(h i2(x) -x  i) * v <0 ( i=  1,2). (5.7) 
We have (4.16), and (2.5) with z instead of Z. Hence on F": 
[z ~'0, v ¢0] = z_v_(f l"  c" f l)" A = z_ . ivY.O, v~.O ] = z_ . C~,O,,,, 
I)_ V_ 
[z c'O, v 'c'°] = z_v ' (~"  c" f l)" A = z__. [vC.O, v,C.O] = z__. CO, O, i2. 
/2_ V_  
Then another application of Girsanov's Theorem (via the property giving the first 
characteristic, as in the last formula of (2.4)) yields 
• X 1 
B~,p,i B~,O,i 1 . Ce, O,l i = +- -  + h '2(x) - -  * v ~'° 
19_ V_ 
(use (5.5)). Then (5.3) follows from (5.7). [] 
(5.8) Corollary. V is a P-supermartingale on F". 
Proof. Since v > 0 P-a.s. by (2.12), we can use Ito's formula for V = v' /v,  and get 
on F": 
1 . v' V_ 1 C~,P,l 2 V_ c~,P,l 1 V=- -  - "v . . . .  +- - "  
v_ v_ (v_) 2 (v - )  
+ ~ [ A Vs Av'~ t- Vs-Av~I 
s<~. Vs- Vs- A" 
Let us write U -  U' if U -  U' is a P-local martingale on F". Then 
v~B~'P' I+ ~ [Av~-hl~(Avs)], 
and a similar formula for v'. By (5.3) we obtain on F": 
[ (1  v_ -h~(x)V_ /v_ )  - -  , 1] ~'Q 
[ vs_Av's - v'sav~ ] 
+~.2 k v~_-~_-+~v~) h2(Av~) /vs -+h~(Av ' )V~- /v ' -  
x2-v_V-x~ 1 {x'+~-=m * v~'° + (1 + ~-  ~ ) W * v ~'Q - W */x ~, 
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where 
W(,x)  h2(x)/v_ V_hl2(x)/v_ . . . . .  1 + 1 {x l+v ~.0}. 
v_ v_/ 
But in view of (5.5), ( l+x~/v_ )W.  v ~'° is the P-compensator on F" of W*/x  ~. 
Hence 
9 x- -  V_x ~ 
V~ 1~:,'+~_=o}* ve'O=--V_ 1+ l{x'+~=o}*V ~'° 
J,.)_ 
and the right-hand side is a decreasing process by (4.8)(a). The claim follows. [] 
We are ready now to compute the characteristics of Log V. In fact we will fix 
b e (0, ½) and a stopping time S such that 
~0, S] ]cF"  and V~>b on [[0, S~, P-a.s. (5.9) 
We consider a C 2 function f :R2\{0}~ (0, oo) such that f(x, y) =y/x  if y/x>~ b 2, 
and set f(0,  0) = 1. Put 
Y = Logf(v s, v 's) (v s, v'S: processes topped at S), (5.10) 
f. F ] 
y(w, t, x) = / L°gt  -T7--7~' ' f (x l  + 0  kv,_(w) v,_(w), x2+ v',_(w)) (5.11) 
Y Then V = e 
if t <~ S(w), 
if t > S(w). 
on [[0, S[[. Finally, hi is a truncation function on R. 
(5.12) Proposition. Y is a P-semimartingale, with characteristics 
- - - +  1+ h~(y)+ - , 2 1 ~o.s~ * v~'° (5.13) 
Cy, p_ j [ _  . [ vc, Q, vc, o]s 2 . IvY, o, v,~,o]s 4 1 
- (v - )  ~ v_v----S_ -(v') ---~-'" [v'~'°' v'c'°]s' 
(5.14) 
f *  v v'#= 1+ f(y)ltlo.s~* P ~'Q. (5.15) 
Proof. Since z5 s is a P-semimartingale, with values in R2\{0} (because v > 0 P-a.s.), 
the first claim is obvious. Clearly A y, = y(t, A~,)l{,<_s}, so f .  i~ Y =f(Y)l~o,sn */z ~, 
and (5.15) follows from (5.5). 
Ito's formula yields, because f(v,  v') = v'/v on [[0, S[[: 
1 1 1 Y v" v'S " l)S " cv 'P '22)s  
v_ 2(v ' )  ~ ( 
1 . (C~,p,11)s [ Av~ Av's] 
q 2(v_)~ + E aYs+ ~ (5.16) 
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Then 
1 .(v'~,P) s 1.(v~,P)S ' 
= , ;  
and thus 
1 2 
c "," = v '  )~" ( c~''~bs - ~ "  (c~'"bs  + ~  ( c~'P"')s 
( _ v_v"  (v_ )  ~ 
Hence (5.14) follows from (5.4) and (5.1). 
Finally, let Y '= Y -Y~.  [Ay~-  h,(AY~)]. Using the method and notation of the 
proof of (5.8), and (5.16), we obtain 
Y '~ 1+- -  (h2(x ) /v ' -h~(x) /v_ )  - ~ -~_ lgo,s~.V o'° 
V_/  
cY,  P 
t- [h,(7) - h2(x)/v'_ + h~(x) /v - ]  1 ~o,sD */x ~. (5.17) 
The last term above has finite variation and locally bounded jumps (because hi and 
h2 are bounded and 1/v_, 1/v" are locally bounded on ]0, S]). Hence we can replace 
o p~,P. /z by In view of (5.5), the right-hand side of (5.17) (with v ~'P instead of/z ~) 
equals B Y'e, as defined by (5.13). Thus B v'P is the first characteristic of Y under 
P, and we are finished. [] 
For limit theorems, an important role is played by the "modified second charac- 
teristic", which for Y is defined by: 
c~"~ = c Y'p +(h,)  2 * ~Y'P- E (~B~'P) 2. (5.18) 
We will denote by K an arbitrary version of k(½), and for all 8 > 1 we introduce 
the increasing process (using the convention 0/0 = oo) 
1(3)  = -~_ lt(1/8)<(,+~/~,_)/(~+~,/~_)<~yl~o,s~ * v ~'°. (5.19) 
In view of (4.9), (5.12) and (5.18), and with K s again denoting the process K 
stopped at time S: 
B v'P = -4  K S + B, with 
(5.20) t ;/(x, ;/] = - -  +_--7 1 * v ~'°, /~ 1+~_ h1(7)+46~/2 1+ ,1 + _ v_  7_   o,sD 
A 
c Y'P = 8 K s + C, with 
(5.21) 
C= 1+~_ hl(302-8~bl/2 l+- - , l+X2~ l~o,s~*V e'O- E (ABY,'P) 2. 
_ v_  v ' _ ]  s<~- 
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(5.22) Lemma. There is a constant 0depending only on hi, such that for all e ~ (0, 1/0) 
we have, with % = (1 - e-~)- l :  
Var(/~) < eO2KS + 0I(1 + e), (5.23) 
Var(C) <~ eo2g s +40I (1  + e)+[e  + 0%1(e~)][(4+ 02)K s + 0I(1 + e)], 
(5.24) 
l{lyl~>~ } , 1J Y'P < %I(e ~) (5.25) 
(here, < denotes trong majorization between increasing processes and Var(-) is the 
"'variation process"). 
Proof. Firstly, we define a function on J2 x •+ x R 2 by 
l+x2/v' ,_(w) 
a(w, t,x)= 1 + xl/v,_(w) - 1, 
with the convention a/O = oo for all a i> 0. Because of the properties o f f  and (5.9), 
y = log(1 + c~) on 1[0, S~, if b <~ a + 1 < oe. (5.26) 
Using the notation c~ and observing that 4,1/2(s, t)=½(x/s-x/~) 2, we can rewrite 
(5.20) and (5.21) as 
( x,) 
/~= 1+~_ [h , (y )+2(1-~)2-a ] l~o ,sn  *v  ~'Q 
+ 1 + l(,,=oo}l~o,sD * v e'Q, 
C= 1+~_ [h l (y )2 -4 (1 -~)2] l~o ,s~ * vo, o 
(5.27) 
( x2) -4  1+~_ l~.=~)l~o,sB* v ~'Q- Z (ABY'P) 2- 
Similarly, (4.9) and (5.19) become (in view of (5.14)): 
KS (cY'P)S 2 (x l )  
- - + 1 + (1 - lx/'i--+~)el~o,s~ * v~'° 
8 T_ 
1(x2) 
+~ 1+~_ l~,,=oo~l~o,s~* v '0 
I( 6) = ( l +~_)lall~(,/,)<l+~,<sr l~o.s~ . V 6"Q 
(5.28) 
+ 1 + l{,~=~o}llo,s ~ * v ~'Q. 
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Since ha is a truncation function, there exists a constant 0 depending only on hi,  
such that 0~ > 1/Log2, that Ih,l<~ 0, that h~(y)=y for lyl<~l/O, and also such that 
on ~0, S] (use (5.26) and recall that b c (0, ½))" 
]hi(y) + 2( 1 _~)2_  a] <~ 0t41A 1413, 
Ihl( ~,)2 -4 (  1 -lx/]--+-~) 2 ]<~ 0141 ^ [413, (5.29) 
4 2 <~ ½0(1 - lxfi-T-~-) 2 if 141 1. 
upon  splitting the integrals on {141 < ~} and (141> ~}, one deduces (5.23) from (5.27) 
and (5.28). From (5.26) and the property b < ½, as soon as e < Log 2 (and in particular 
if e < 1/0),  I 1> e implies either 4 + 1 > e ~ or 4 + 1 < e-L Hence (5.15) yields 
(Xv) lllyl>e}* I']Y'P < 1+ lle-" <l+~<e'}cl~o,s~ * l t~'Q 
and (5.25) follows from (5.28). 
Exactly as for (5.23), we show that the sum of the two first terms in the expressions 
(5.27) for C are strongly majorized by eO2KS+40I(l+e). On the other hand, 
ABg'P=~hl(y)vY'P({t}xdy), while h~(y)=y for lyl<-l/O and 
e<~ 1/0, 
[ABS'PI<~e+O flyl >e vY'P({t}xdx)<~e+O%AI(e~)' 
by (5.25). Furthermore, (5.20) and (5.23) imply 
Var(B Y'P) < 4K s + Var(/~) < (4+ eO2)K s + 0I(1 + e). 
Then 
y 
$4.  
( ABY'P)2 <- (s?<p IABY'PI) Var( B Y'P) 
<<- [e + 0%I(e~)][(4+ O2)KS + 0I(1 + e)], 
and (5.24) follows. [] 
We will need a last majoration. For it, we fix a ~ (0, ½), and set 
K ' (a )  = k(a)+ k(1-a) -8a(1-a)k(½).  
(5.31) Lemma. K ' (a )  is an increasing process, and for every 6> 1 
t t constant "Ya,,~ such that 1(3/) < ya,~K'(4) s.
Proof. Set p~ = ~b~ + ~bl-~ -8a(1  - 4)~bl/2. Then (4.9) yields 
( K'(a)=p~ 1+- - ,1+ *v  ~'O onF" .  
/9_ 
Ihll<~ 0; hence if 
(5.30) 
there exists a 
(5.32) 
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On the other hand, if f~(s, t )= I s -  t l l{ l /a<,/~}c, (5.19) yields 
l (8 )=fa  1+- - ,1+ l~o.s~*V ~'°. (5.33) 
V_ 
We have p~(s ,O)=( l -2a)2s ,  and p~,(s, t )=  t~(s / t )  for t>O,  with 
f i~( t )  = ( 1 - 2ce )2( 1 + t ) -  t ~ -- t ' -~  + 8ce(1 - a ) t  1/2. 
It is a routine computation to check that fi~/> 0 (hence K ' (a )  is increasing by (5.32)), 
and that fi~ (t) -- 0 if and only if t = 1. Moreover fi~ ( t ) / t  -~ (1 - 2a)2 as t 1' ~- Hence 
one readily obtains the existence of a constant y~.,~ such that ]t - 1[--- < y~,~/5~ (t) for 
t <~ 1/8 or t t> 8. Furthermore if we choose y'~,~ >I (1 - -2a) -2, we getfa <~ 7~,~fi~. Then, 
comparing (5.32) and (5.33), we obtain the last claim. [] 
6. Asymptotic normality 
Here we consider a sequence of binary experiments in the sense of the previous 
sections. For each n I> 1 there is a filtered space (F2", ~" ,  (~;'),~o) equipped with 
two probability measures P", P'" under which some d,-dimensional process X"  is 
a semimartingale with respective characteristics (B", C", v ") and (B '", C '", v'"). As 
ox;n before we assume for simplicity that P"  = P'" on ~o. We also consider: 
(6.1) An arbitrary version V" of the PLP of P '"  w.r.t. P", relatively to X ". 
(6.2) For every a ~(0, 1), an arbitrary version k~(ce) of the partial Hellinger 
process of order a between P" and P'", relatively to X ". 
On the other hand, we have a continuous Gaussian martingale M with M0 = 0, 
defined on some probabil ity space (g2, ,@, (~,) ,~o, P),  and we set (7, = [M, M] ,  = 
E(M 2) (recall that M is also a process with independent increments). 
We introduce the following condition, where D c R+: 
e"  
k" (a) ,  ) C, for all t ~ D. [Ha - D]  
2 
(This is the convergence in P"-measure,  toward a deterministic limit). 
(6.3) Theorem. Assume [ H~, - D] for the values a = ½, a = r ,  a = 1 - r ,  where ~ is 
some number in (0, ½). Assume also that at least one of  the following two conditions 
is met (where P'/, P'," denote the restrictions of  P", P'" to (F2, .@~')): 
(i) P~' << P'," for all t ~ D; 
(ii) the sequence (PT) .~ is contiguous to the sequence (P',"),,~I for all t ~ D (see 
e.g. [11]). 
Then 
(a) V" converges in law under P", finitely-dimensionally along D, to the process 
Z = exp(M - C/2) .  
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(b) I f  D is dense in R+, V" converges functionally (i.e. for Skorokhod topology) in 
law under P" to Z. 
(6.4) Remarks. (1) Using simple majorations, it would be easy enough to prove 
that if [H~ - D] holds for a = ½, a =/3 and a = 1 - /3 for some /3 ~ (0, ½), then we 
also have [H~ - D] for all a ~ (0, 1) (see [11]). 
(2) Exactly as in [11] one could prove a converse to (b): if V" ~e(p,), Z (functional 
convergence), and again under (i) or (ii), we have [H~ -R+]  for all a ~ (0, 1). 
(3) The process Z = exp(M - C/2) is a P-martingale. If P' denotes the probabil ity 
measure on (1-2, ~)  such that Z is the density process of P' w.r.t, to P (it exists if 
l) is large enough), then h(a) = (a(1 - a)/2)C is the Hell inger process of order a 
between P and P'. 
(4) If  we turn back to the discussion of the introduction this theorem is only 
half-satisfactory, because conditions (i) and (ii) are indeed conditions on the true 
l ikel ihood processes .Z" of P'" w.r.t. P", which we would not like to take into 
account at all! Perhaps (i) is not so bad (at least for the case (1) of Introduction), 
since equivalence of all probabil ity measures in a statistical model is a rather common 
assumption; but (ii) is presumably impossible to check in practical situations. 
Proof. (a) Let Q"= (P"+ P '" ) /2 ,  and denote by z", z'" (resp. v ", v'") the density 
processes (resp. PLP) of P", P'" w.r.t. Q", and F"" = {z"_ > 0, z "  > 0}. If b > 0 we set 
R'"(b) = inf(t: z'," < b), 
T"(b)=inf(t~F"": v,> 1/x/b), 
T'"(b)=inf(t~F"": v'," < x/-b). 
also two sequences b,, c, (to be chosen later), with b, < ½. Set S" = T" (b,) A 
R'"(c,). We have v" <~ 1/x/b-~,, v'" ~ x/b--~, and thus V"/> b, on ~0, S"[, while 
Consider 
T '"(b,)  A 
z" > 0 P"-a.s. Hence 
[0, S"~cF""  and V">/b,  on t0, S"[[ P"-a.s. 
We can thus define Y" by (5.10), with S", b, instead of S, b. Then 
V" = exp Y" on [[0, S"[[. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(b) Let us fix t ~ D. We will presently prove that it is possible to choose b. and 
c, so that 
P"(S"<~t)~O. (6.7) 
For this, recall that v" <co P"-a.s., and v"  > 0 P"-a.s. on {z" > 0} (use z"> 0 
P"-a.s., and (2.12) for the latter). Then for all n~ > 1, c>0,  P"(T"(b)<~ t)~O and 
P"(  T'" (b)<~ t, R ' " (c )> t )~ 0 as b * 0. Hence if (c,) is an arbitrary sequence, we can 
find a sequence (b,) such that P"(T"(b,)A T'"(b,)~ t, R'" (c , )> t)-~0 as n l '~ .  
Therefore, in order to obtain (6.7), it suffices to prove that 
3(c,,) such that P"(R'"(c,)<~ t)~O. (6.8) 
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Assume first (i). Then z't" > 0 P"-a.s., which implies that for all n, P"(R'"(c) <~ t) 
0 as c + 0. Then (6.8) is obvious. 
Secondly assume (ii), and take c, = 1/n. Then P'"(R'"(c,)<~ t)<~ 1/n, and the 
contiguity assumption yields P"(R'"(c,)<~ t)~ 0 as n 1'oo. So in both cases we have 
(6.8) and (6.7). 
, yn  
(c) Let us denote the characteristics of Y" under P" by B Y" C v-, ~, and C v-, 
A/. I and by I"(~), B , C" the processes associated by (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21). Set also 
K" = k"(1), 
and 
K'"(/3) = k"(/3) + k"(1 - /3 ) -  8/3(1 - /3)K"  
(see (5.30)), where/3 is given in the assumptions of the theorem. Then [H1/2 
[Ht3- D] and [HI_~-  D] imply 
-D], 
p-  p -  
Ks" >CJ8,  K'"(fl)~ ~0 for all s~ D 
(because the process K'(fl) associated with k(a)=(t~(1-a) /2)C is equal to 0). 
Moreover, (6.7) and (6.9) yield 
pn 
(K") s° ,C J8  for all s ~ D. (6.10) 
Now, if we combine (5.22) and (5.31), after observing that e > 0 is arbitrarily 
small in (5.22), we readily deduce from (6.9) and (6.10) that 
V n y-  
l{lyl>~}* v, >0 for all e>0,  (6.11) 
pn pn  
Var(/~"), ~ 0, t~' ~ 0. (6.12) 
Then, recalling (5.20) and (5.21), we deduce from (6.10) and (6.12) that 
pn 
- > C~/2 for a l l s~Dn[0 ,  t], (6.13) 
pn 
cs"  , C~/8 for all s ~ D ~ [0, t]. (6.14) 
Furthermore, if D is dense in R+, the fact that K" is increasing and C is increasing 
and continuous imply that in (6.10) the convergence can be strengthened as 
- ~ 0. Thus in view of (5.20) and (6.12), we get sup~, I(K") s" C j8] e" 
prt  
sup IBS"+ c/2 l  ,0.  (6.15) 
At this stage, one can apply general results of convergence for a sequence of 
semimartingales to a process with independent increments (see e.g. [10]): (6.11), 
(6.13) (resp. (6.15)) and (6.14) imply that Y" converges (under P") to the continuous 
process with independent increments Y=M-C/2  (whose characteristics are 
( -C/2,  C, 0)), finite-dimensionally along D n [0, t] (resp. functionally on [0, t]). 
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On the other hand, (6.6) and (6.7) imply 
n ...> P"(3s<~t with VT~exp Ys) 0. 
Therefore V" converges finite-dimensionally along D n [0, t] (resp. functionally on 
[0, t] if D is dense in R+) to Z = e Y. Since t is arbitrary in D, the result follows. [] 
Note added in proof. Another paper containing PLP for point processes has recently 
been brought to my attention: E. Arjas and P. Haara, A marked point process 
approach to censored failure data with complicated covariates, Scand. J. Statist. 11 
(1984) 193-209. 
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